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I dream of a city that is familiar and at the same time irritatingly foreign. 
 
Arrival at the train station – a new, stylish building, modern, luminescent, 
uncompromisingly metropolitan in its effect, functional. In the passage to the entrance 
hall a wallpaper that apparently takes its cues, as it changes its colours and sounds, from 
the changes in the numbers of passers-by – the interactive installation of a well-known 
media artist. On a touch screen I type in where I am headed for and immediately 
multicoloured LEDs show me the way. 
 
Computer terminals deliver detailed information on every imaginable aspect of the city: 
sights, hotels, restaurants, shops, banks, current cultural and entertainment events. 
Showcases displaying posters are a thing of the past, finally, and snappy and informative 
video clips make you really curious to see the city.  
 
Incidentally, every household in this Linz has free broadband internet access, internet 
access in hotel rooms is a must, WLAN covers the whole city and most public institutions 
have an adequate density of internet cafes and surfing stations. Recently the city has 
introduced a special service for users of mobile phones: they can have all the information 
they need for their individual sightseeing tour sent to their mobile phone; via mobile 
architectural monuments recount their history, cultural events scheduled in the city are 
previewed in the most stimulating manner in audio visual trailers – and it's a foregone 
conclusion that concert tickets and table reservations for dinner are booked via mobile 
phone.  
 
E-Government and public web space are taken for granted in this city of mine. After all, 
for the past thirty years the city has hosted Ars Electronica, a renowned media festival, 
with its emphasis on technology, art and society and on an intensive study of digital 
media that has been one of its hallmarks from the start. The Ars Electronica Center, a 
place where everyone can acquaint themselves with the digital present and future, has 
been a fixture in Linz for over ten years. Citizens react with gratitude: E-government puts 
paid to time-consuming visits to civic offices and allows active participation in democratic 
processes. 
 
Even short-term visitors will quickly recognise they are stopping off in a truly digital city. 
This is palpable not only at the airport or the main train station but in the city as well: art 
in an architectural context features media art in all its variants, and numerous stores and 
businesses have adjusted to the omnipresence of media in everyday life. Goods on store 
shelves will be updated via RFID technology, fashion victims will become accustomed to  
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using CAVEs as fitting rooms and when ordering you simply use the internet or a special 
mobile phone service. 
 
And then there is that sudden awakening. It is true we’ve been dicussing all these 
possibilities – and also the impasses connected to them – for almost thirty years at Ars 
Electronica. Some of them may have sounded utopian at the time yet meanwhile reality 
has overtaken us. Even so, much has remained the stuff that dreams are made of in my 
city. 
 
However: dreams, whether they have what it takes to be realised or not, are an 
indispensable part of reality. 2009 could mean a great step forward for all of us, if we are 
prepared to take our dreams seriously. 
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